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ZAGG Messenger universal mobile device keyboard
(ZGUNM2-BKU)
ZAGG Messenger 30.48 cm (12") Universal Keyboard-Non Backlit-Black Keyboard-UK
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 47.26 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 9.92 €

Product details:
Product code: ZGUNM2-BKU
EAN: 0848467042955
Manufacturer: ZAGG

57.18 €
* VAT included
Messenger universal 12-inch - Universal Mobile Keyboard & Stand
- Universal compatibility and Bluetooth® capability syncs with Apple, Android, and Windows operating systems as well as
with virtually any computer, tablet, or smartphone.
- Island-style keys in an 8-inch or 12-inch typing area* offer a natural typing experience so you can email, take notes,
and blog faster.
- Magnets secure the cover when not in use and activate the keyboard's sleep/wake function to help preserve battery life
and ensure you can enjoy up to three months of typing between charges**.
- The built-in stand provides an ideal viewing angle for any device.
- A durable cover provides a secure grip and protects your keyboard when not in use.
Main specifications:

Design
Colour of product:
Cover:
Cable lock slot:
Island-style keyboard:
RoHS compliance:
Certification:
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Performance
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Pointing device:
Fingerprint reader:
USB hub:
Numeric keypad:
Backlight:
Keyboard layout:
Keyboard language:
LED indicators:
Battery LED indicator:
On/off switch:
Plug and Play:
Mobile operating systems supported:
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Power
Power source:
Charging source:

Battery
USB

Battery type:

Built-in

Ports & interfaces
Connectivity technology:
Device interface:

Wireless
Bluetooth

Packaging content
User guide:
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*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

